ACUTE CARE

Cleaning Solutions
Tailored To Your Needs
Your top priority is taking care of your patients. That also means
taking care of your staff, visitors and facility. Nobles can help you:
 Maintain high standards for cleaning
 Reduce risks to health and safety

 Control costs
 Improve sustainability

Nobles Innovations
From hard floor cleaning to outdoor sweeping, Nobles provides a total solution for
keeping health care facilities bright and attractive. We offer a full range of cleaning
equipment and technologies to meet multiple cleaning needs.

SPEED SCRUB®
24-32

SPEEDGLEAM® 5/
SPEEDGLEAM® 7

WALK BEHIND SCRUBBER

SCOUT™ 9
LARGE BATTERY SWEEPER
Clean large indoor and outdoor
areas quickly and easily with dual
side brushes and self-propelled
operation. Quiet 62 dBA sound
level makes cleaning safe,
anytime, anywhere.

WALK BEHIND BATTERY
BURNISHERS

Clean up to three times
longer on one tank of
water with the Speed
Scrub Walk Behind
Scrubber with ec-H2O
NanoClean™ technology.
The Speed Scrub 24-32
cleans quietly at an OSHArecognized test-standard
67 dBA. Choose from 24”, 28”,
32” disk or 26”, 32” cylindrial.

Achieve high performance
propane-like gloss results with
the Speed Gleam 5 and Speed
Gleam 7 Walk Behind Battery
Burnishers. Machines offer
low dBA sound levels and
are available with optional
HEPA active air filtration.
Available path widths in
20”, 24”, or 27”.

SPEED SCRUB® 300
WALK BEHIND SCRUBBER
Clean hard floor surfaces
quickly and quietly with the
Speed Scrub 300 WalkBehind Scrubber. Available
with ec-H2O NanoClean™
technology and quiet
67 dBA noise level for
daytime cleaning with
minimal disruption.
Choose from 17”, 20”,
24” disk or 20” cylindrical
and 20” Orbital.
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SPEED-SQ 14

ASPEN™-6/ ASPEN™-10

ORBITAL FLOOR MACHINE

BACKPACK VACUUMS

Remove floor finishes quickly
with the Speed-SQ 14 Orbital
Floor Machine. It features
a compact design that fits
in restricted spaces, and
vibration isolators that
improve operator comfort
and productivity.

Comfortably clean
anywhere with the
Aspen-6 and Aspen-10
ergonomic, lightweight
designs and standard
HEPA 4-stage filtration.

SPEED
GLEAM®

SCOUT™ 5
COMPACT BATTERY
SWEEPER

V-DMU-14

RIDER BURNISHER
Maintain indoor air
quality and work
quietly in noise
sensitive environments
with the SpeedGleam
Rider Burnisher, which
features a low 69 dBA
sound level and
optional HEPA filtered
active dust control.

Clean indoor and
outdoor floors in a single
pass with the Scout
5 Compact Battery
Sweeper. TwinMax™
Sweeping Technology
combines sweeping
methods to capture large
and small debris at once.

DUAL MOTOR VACUUM
Provides standard HEPA
3-stage filtration and
noise levels lower
than 70 dBA.

ec-H2O™ technology, ec-H2O NanoClean™ technology and Orbio® MultiSurface Cleaner
are NFSI Certified, registered by NSF International and may contribute to LEED.
We also offer 11 carpet extractors and vacuums carrying the CRI Seal of Approval.

Application

Speed SpeedGleam 5/
Gleam SpeedGleam 7

Procedure
Rooms
Corridors, halls
and waiting
rooms





Patient rooms
Cafeteria /
Kitchen





SpeedSQ 14

Speed
Speed Scrub
Scout 5 Scout 9 V-DMU-14
Scrub 300
24-32

























Parking ramp /
Sidewalks
Loading dock



Aspen-6/
Aspen-10

























Genuine Nobles
Genuine Nobles parts and supplies can help you get consistently excellent results
from your Nobles cleaning equipment.

To learn more about how Nobles solutions can help meet your facility needs, please visit us at www.nobles.com or call 1-800-964-9644.

